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Bycioaua.CUDAL: Recruitment and retention of a dental auxiliaries program. Graduate students

enrolled in CUDAL (Center for Undergraduate Dental Education Laboratory) in the School of Dentistry
at Temple University develop real prosthetic restorative treatments under the direct supervision of
faculty. The need for dental auxiliaries throughout the CUDAL program is essential and the dental

program encourages and rewards participation in the dental auxiliaries program for CUDAL students.
The dental auxiliaries program was initiated in the summer of 2006 to provide orientation and hands-

on experience to undergraduate students. In addition to enriching the educational experience of
CUDAL students, the availability of a dental auxiliaries program allows the School to supplement the
demand for dental auxiliaries without increasing the number of faculty and therefore budget. In the
last five years, approximately 41 dental auxiliaries have provided more than 600 hours of hands-on

practice to undergraduate students. CUDAL students are also provided with an opportunity to
volunteer to gain meaningful hands-on experience. Most of the volunteers are from the dental

auxiliaries program. There is a high demand for the dental auxiliaries who volunteer. A review of
volunteers indicated that all dental auxiliaries are in demand for a volunteer opportunity and there is
an ongoing shortage of dental auxiliaries. The shortage is being addressed by new CUDAL students

and the CUDAL dental auxiliaries program.1. Field of the Invention The present invention
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Bulgarian Cyrillic - Йоланда; in Macedonian Cyrillic - Њоланда; 1063–1078 or 1089), was a Bulgarian
princess (archontissa) of the First Bulgarian Empire. She was the eldest daughter of the Bulgarian

Emperor Peter Delyan. Family She was the eldest daughter of the Bulgarian Emperor Peter Delyan,
who died in 1063, and his first wife, the former Theodora, a daughter of the Bosnian Grand Prince

Mihailo. Peter had married her mother, the daughter of Grand Prince Mihailo (Mihail Palaeologus), in
1051. She bore him six children: Eudes, who died young (probably in infancy); two other sons

(Geoffrey and Borya); Alexius, who was first married to Princess Constance, daughter of King Béla II
of Hungary, in 1068–1070, and then to Princess Maria, daughter of Emperor Henry IV, in 1071; Marie
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